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CLIP FOR ATTACHING SIGN TO A STAFF 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

With the advent of huge parking areas, especially those as 
sociated with multi-entrance buildings, many people ex 
perience at least occasional difficulty in locating their automo 
biles. Flowers and other items have been attached to aerials 
for identi?cation purposes but the means for physical at 
tachment has ordinarily been rudimentary, improvised and 
sometimes inadequate. In a broader ?eld of use, certain pen 
nants and the like are pinned or similarly attached or formed 
with a sleeve portion to accept a shaft, but virtually nothing is 
generally available for mounting signs and cards on small 
diameter staffs as, for example, price tags and, the like in 
stores. In this latter connection the card, sign or tag, is some 
times merely impaled on the support and therefore not ?rmly 
held in place. In other prior art examples certain alligator and 
like clamps have been used but these are unhandy and un 
sightly when not in use. There is, therefore, a need for an 
economical and effective device to attach cards, signs and tags 
to aerials and other staff or staff-like members, a device which 
is simple to use and which is not obtrusive when not in use. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The instant invention has been developed in answer to this 
need and, as claimed, comprises a spring clip with parallel legs 
jointed by an integral loop at the top. Each leg is slotted, and 
one to grip the aerial or other staff directly and the other to 
grip and press a card-like element against the staff. A prong on 
the last mentioned leg is adapted to engage the card-like ele 
ment to hold the same more ?rmly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. l is a perspective view of the clip; 
FIG. 2 is a rear elevation view thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a side elevation view of the clip mounted on a vehi~ 

cle antenna; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4—4 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a front elevation view, on a reduced scale, showing 

an emergency sign held by the clip; and 
FIG. 6 is a similar view of an alternative use of the clip. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The clip is constructed from an elongated strap of resilient 
sheet material folded and returned on itself to de?ne two legs 
10 and 12 joined by an integral spring loop 14. The legs are 
transversely ?at and straight throughout the major length 
thereof and the loop 14 is dimensioned to accept the ball tip 
16 of the aerial 18 which is illustrated in the drawing to exem 
plify a staff upon which the clip will be placed when in use. 
The loop has an opening 20 to accept a part of the ball tip T6 
for auxiliary stabilization of the clip. 
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The principal stabilizing means is achieved by the slot 22 in 

the leg 10 which receives a lateral portion of the staff or aerial 
118. When installed on such staff or aerial without any card or 
the like being inserted therein, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the leg 
12, with its slot 24 also directly engages the aerial or staff. 
When a card-like element 26, illustrated as a distress sign in 

FIG. 5, is inserted between the leg 12 and the aerial or staff the 
edges of the slot 24, being unrelieved, grip the card element 
26 and the spring action of the clip results in a positive local 
ized pressure on the card element 26 against the aerial 18,_ 
even tending to effect a minor bending of the card element for 
further assurance of secure holding action. To prevent the 
card element from creeping downward under the force of 
gravity an inturned prong is struck from the leg 12 at the lower 
end of the slot 24. This prong may engage under the lower 
edge of the card element or may bite into the same when 
located intermediate the height of the card element. 
For ease in attachment of the clip and in insertion of a card 

element both legs 10 and 112 are terminally outwardly turned 
as at 30 and 32. 
The modes of use of this invention will be obvious from the 

foregoing it being only necessary to point out that the term 
card element as used herein should be considered as generic 
to various cards, signs such as the emergency sign in FIG. 5 or 
the price tag form indicated in FIG. 6, depending on the en 
vironment wherein the invention is used. Obviously the staff 
upon which the clip is placed need not have a ball tip 16 as in 
the use of the item in stores to hold price tags. 
The card 26 is preferably notched at the top as shown at 34 

to accept the loop 14 and this structure further insures against 
tipping of the card from the proper position. 

I claim: 
I. A clip for attaching a card to a supporting staff, compris 

mg: 
an elongated strap of resilient material having only one 

return bend de?ning a single pair only of generally flat 
parallel depending legs joined at the top by an integral 
spring loop; 

as least one of said legs having a longitudinal slot to accept a 
lateral portion of a supporting staff and thereby align the 
clip with said staff; 

whereby a card may be inserted and held between the other 
of said legs and the staff. 

2. A clip according to claim I wherein said other one of said 
legs has a supported card~engaging inturned prong to contact 
and hold a lower edge portion of a card ?rmly, particularly 
against slipping downward. 

3. A clip according to claim 1 wherein said other one of said 
legs has a slot similar to said slot with unrelieved edges to grip 
the card against the staff. 

4. A clip according to claim ll wherein said loop has an 
opening therein, at the extremity thereof remote from said 
legs, to receive a portion of a ball tip on said staff, whereby the 
clip is adapted for use on a ball~tipped radio aerial. 


